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Book Descriptions:

brother sewing machine ls 2725 manual

Always unplug this sewing machine from the electrical outlet immediately after using and before
cleaning. IMPORTANT If the available socket outlet is not suitable for the plug supplied with this
equipment, it should be cut off and an appropriate three pin plug fitted. SNAPON TYPE Turn power
switch to “O”. 1. Raise the needle to its highest position by turning the balance wheel toward you
counterclockwise, and raise the presser foot lever. To change your machine to the freearm style, lift
up on the extension table and pull it out. 1 Lift the bottom of the extension table up toward you. 2
Pull the extension table out to remove it. To sew forward, release the reverse sewing lever.With your
right hand, turn the balance wheel toward you counterclockwise until the needle moves down and
back up again to its highest position. You can use the same color or two different colors of thread for
decorative stitches. Twin needle sewing works well with these stitches the Straight Stitch 610and
the Zigzag Stitch 2. Puede usar el mismo color de hilo o dos hilos de colores distintos para puntadas
decorativas. It may need to be adjusted when you change fabric or thread type. NOTE It is
recommended that a test sample be made on a fabric scrap before sewing on your project. The basic
thread tension setting is “5”. For most sewing applications, no adjustment is needed. When sewing
with thin thread on thin fabrics, the thread tension may not be adjusted adequately with the upper
tension control dial. Starting Sewing fig. A 1. Set the pattern selection dial to the appropriate
Straight Stitch 6 or 7 with the desired length. 2. It is recommended to sew using the Straight Stitch
at the beginning and end of the Zigzag Stitches. Each is explained below. Set the pattern selection
dial to 10. MENDING 1. Place the reinforcement fabric under the tear to be mended. 2. When
sewing the right side of the zipper, attach the shank to the left pin of the zipper foot. Cleaning the
Shuttle Race 1.http://scoutpate.com/userfiles/daihatsu-cuore-car-manual.xml

brother sewing machine ls 2725 manual, brother sewing machine ls 2725 manual,
brother sewing machine ls 2125 manual, brother sewing machine ls 2725 manual pdf,
brother sewing machine ls 2725 manual download, brother sewing machine ls 2725
manual instructions, brother sewing machine ls 2725 manual diagram, brother
sewing machine ls 2125 manual.

Remove any accumulated lint and thread with a brush from the retaining ring, hook, driver and race
body. 2. A cloth dampened with machine oil should be used to wipe the shuttle race clean of lint.
Page 22 Damaged or worn needle is used. Page 6 Thread is tangled. Pages 1217 Darning plate is
installed.It may be come necessary to reship the sewing machine. Improper packing or improper
packing material could result in damage during ship ping. Instructions for repacking the machine
are illustrated below. Try our troubleshooting guides and machine manuals below, which offer
solutions to the most common issues. If you’re still stuck, view our extensive list of FAQs at the
Brother Solutions Centre. Our support app is only a click away, so download today. If it has, raise
the feed to ensure the fabric will move forward. Computerised machines will remind you to do this.
This will switch the machine back toRethread the machine following the threading instructions in
your machine’s instruction manual. You will also find instructions for your machine online via the
Brother solutions centre Note We find that Butterfly and Singer Branded needles are often not
compatible with Brother sewing machines and may cause issues with your machine not picking up
lower thread. We would recommend using either Organ or Schmetz branded needles.Rethread the
machine following the instructions in your manual and ensure that the foot is raised. If there is
tension when pulling the thread, then the thread may be unsuitable for machine sewing and should
be replaced with machine sewing thread from a reputable brand. It’s possible there be a timing issue

http://scoutpate.com/userfiles/daihatsu-cuore-car-manual.xml


with your machine. Contact your Brother dealer to arrange a service or contact our customer service
team. Make sure the presser foot is lifted before threading the machine. Set your bobbin correctly
into the machine. For top loading bobbins, the thread needs to be going around the bobbin in an
anticlockwise
direction.http://www.bluwash.co.kr/userfiles/daihatsu-cuore-2000-service-manual-pdf.xml

Use the guides on your machine or refer to your instruction manual. If you have a mechanical
machine, check that the foot is lowered before sewing. Computerised machines will remind you to do
this. Using thread that does not pull through smoothly can cause thread breakages, poor stitching or
damage to your machine. For best results, you should use a good quality, branded thread. The
thread should pull through the machine with no tightness. To find out more or to optout, please
check our Cookie Policy. For further information check our Privacy Policy. Looks like “Brother
Sewing Machine LS2725” has already been sold. Check out some similar items below. See similar
items Brother sewing machine 370.00 Collection only. BROTHER Sewing Machine 180.00 I am
selling my mothers sewing machineit has been stored in a secure storage centre and has been well
looked after. Likewise, this machine is an antique and works wonders; old is gold!COLLECTION
ONLY Brother industrial sewing machine 80.00 Brother industrial sewing machine. Good condition.
Just needs a new power switch which you can buy on ebay. Open to offers BROTHER SEWING
MACHINE MODEL FS100WT 350.00 MODEL FS100WTMachine works like new. Comes with pedal.
Open to offers Sewing machine 80.00 sewing machine fully working excellent condition collection
only sewing machine 40.00 fully working just needs a new light bulb sewing machine 35.00 new
home sewing machineOld. Hasn’t been used for a long time. Broken foot pedal. Buyer please
collect.Fully working sewing machine 150.00 industrial sewing machine.selling due to no space.no
time wasters please.buyer to collect. Sale sewing machine 20.00 30.00 good condition just needs
belt Sewing Machine 25.00 Excellent condition bought for 30. With box and all accessories. Not
used. Doesnt pick up thread but other than that works perfectly. Selling because I have bought a
new one and this is no longer needed. BargainI’ve never used it, because I don’t know how to use it.

Pick up only and cash on collection. Sewing machine 150.00 Used a few times but in great condition
new boxed brother innov M230E sewing machine 695.00 brand new boxed. Embroidery sewing
machineBuyer to collect, located on third storey of house, two flights of stairs Sale Electric Sewing
Machine 100.00 150.00 Working Vintage SINGER Electric Sewing Machine, very good condition
with carrying case 100 OVNO, 07425398483 Singer sewing machine 80.00 Good working condition
just needs a few adjustments Sewing machine cover 6.00 Handmade lovely material with fringe at
the bottom finished off with a elegant flower gorgeous cover to suit any room alverthorpe area
overlocker sewing machine 190.00 New home, my lock 234, Overlocker,A very good brand and
model, and it does has light to help while sewing. Comes with the instructions manual and all other
accessories shown in the image. This machine might need service, as it doesnt pick up the thread
from the lower bobbin compartment. Its also good to take this for parts and spare them for your
other Brother machines. Collection, Sheffield, S10. This is a sewing machine from Brother, model
LS2725. A very good brand and model, and it does has light to help while sewing. Comes with the
instructions manual and all other accessories shown in the image. This machine might need service,
as it doesnt pick up the thread from the lower bobbin compartment. Its also good to take this for
parts and spare them for your other Brother machines. But you could arrange for a courier to pick
this up. A very good brand and model, and it does has light to help while sewing. Comes with the
instructions manual and all other accessories shown in the image. This machine might need service,
as it doesnt pick up the thread from the lower bobbin compartment. Its also good to take this for
parts and spare them for your other Brother machines. Collection, Sheffield, S10. This is a sewing
machine from Brother, model LS2725.

A very good brand and model, and it does has light to help while sewing. Comes with the
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instructions manual and all other accessories shown in the image. This machine might need service,
as it doesnt pick up the thread from the lower bobbin compartment. Its also good to take this for
parts and spare them for your other Brother machines. But you could arrange for a courier to pick
this up. Shpock is a marketplace and classifieds platform that brings millions of private buyers and
sellers across the United Kingdom together London, Brighton, Birmingham, Bristol, Manchester,
Leicester and Liverpool are amongst the most active areas for second hand shopping. Amazon
calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add
to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all
customer reviews for the product. This will do everything you need to do to make most things. A
couple of small criticisms the instructions are not very clear at all, to the point where it took me over
an hour to thread the bobbin the 1st time because the pictures bearing in mind this is not the first
time have threaded a machine. Also, so far I have found it difficult to find a middle ground on the
pedal so it seems to be either on and fast, or off. It seems to be hard to have it running but at a
slower pace. Perhaps this will come with more use but not from the times Ive used it. Overall well
worth buying. Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 16 June 2015 I have bought this sewing machine
latst july.The the timing has been wrong since it arrived.I have managed somehow to get the bobbin
to hook up with the needle after messing about with it for hours. This happens every time I put a
new bobbin on.

Brother hasnt given any instructions in the manual on how to adjust the timing.Cannot find anything
good enough to fix this problem which is quite common with this model.I dont use it very much,but if
i had to use it more often I would have bought a better model. The lamp is a joke, it lasted about a
day or less. Bought a new one yesterday and fitted it, it lasted only 5 hours. The machine itself is not
bad to use except for the odd glitch. May be I have been unlucky, but Brother should have
mentioned the timing problems. I do not want to call a technician for this kind of problem and a
technical diagram should have been made available at the back of the manual or on the web. Please
try again later. Longo111 1.0 out of 5 stars This happens every time I put a new bobbin on. Brother
hasnt given any instructions in the manual on how to adjust the timing.Cannot find anything good
enough to fix this problem which is quite common with this model.I dont use it very much,but if i had
to use it more often I would have bought a better model. The lamp is a joke, it lasted about a day or
less. Bought a new one yesterday and fitted it, it lasted only 5 hours. The machine itself is not bad to
use except for the odd glitch. May be I have been unlucky, but Brother should have mentioned the
timing problems. I do not want to call a technician for this kind of problem and a technical diagram
should have been made available at the back of the manual or on the web.Please try again later.
Please try again later. alex 2.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later.It has a
range of straight and zig zag stitches, a buttonhole maker and comes with plenty of empty bobbins,
3 different feet, a screwdriver. This will do everything you need to do to make most things.

A couple of small criticisms the instructions are not very clear at all, to the point where it took me
over an hour to thread the bobbin the 1st time because the pictures bearing in mind this is not the
first time have threaded a machine. Also, so far I have found it difficult to find a middle ground on
the pedal so it seems to be either on and fast, or off. It seems to be hard to have it running but at a
slower pace. Perhaps this will come with more use but not from the times Ive used it. Overall well
worth buying.Please try again later. Please try again later. Christocalena 4.0 out of 5 stars However,
some things are not perfect, e.g. the cover for the bobbin machinery has snapped off at the fixing
and now falls off so I leave it off altogether. Also, it seems to snap the thread at inopportune
moments which can be very irritating it you are in the middle of a tricky piece of sewing. The bobbin
casing has come apart several times and I am now expert at refitting it. Apart from that, it is easy to



use and solidly built.Please try again later. Please try again later. Penny 5.0 out of 5 stars Just need
to buy a cover this was the only thing that did not come with the machine, but for the price I paid, I
really could not expect to get a cover.Please try again later. Please try again later. Mr. Mj
Butlermiles 5.0 out of 5 stars This was the original model that I was looking at, so not a problem. My
wife and I spent 2 hours going through setting it up to make sure it works, before wrapping for xmas
present for our younger daughter. Then on xmas day we discovered the daughter has set it up within
a few minutes as she had learnt this at school. She has produced various items from pillow to little
bags and loves it. Great as a starter machine.Please try again later. Please try again later. Val P 5.0
out of 5 stars This machine is light but sturdy. The pedal is great, really manageable.

I had read so many reports on other machines about the control with the pedal but this is very good.
Service was great it arrived before estimated date. I love it!Please try again later. Please try again
later. peter 2.0 out of 5 stars Ok a few months on its not getting used much the tension setting for
the thread does not seem to be working properly and the side of the casing is starting to melt from
the bulb inside the machine that to be honest is not being used for more than half an hour.Please try
again later. Please try again later. Tractor Jane 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try
again later.Please try again later. Please try again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.
By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy.Learn why people trust wikiHow To create this
article, volunteer authors worked to edit and improve it over time.Threading the machine is a very
straightforward process, but there are quite a few steps youll need to follow if you want the job done
right.Pull the spool pin up so that it is completely vertical. Sit the spool of thread on this pin.Pass the
tail end of the thread through the top hole of the empty bobbin.The tail of the thread should end up
on the outside of the bobbin. Do not pass it through the bottom hole. Place the bobbin onto the
winding shaft, then slide the shaft to the right.After a slight rotation, you should see the spring on
the bobbin winding shaft click into the slit along the side of the bobbin. Lightly tap your foot on the
foot controller of the machine. Allow the the thread to wind around the bobbin a few times.Do not
wait until the bobbin is full before releasing the controller. Once the thread is secure on the bobbin,
trim the tail coming out from the top hole. Step on the presser foot again to finish winding the
bobbin.The wheel will turn during this time, and you should not disturb or attempt to stop it.

protech.com.ng/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1627472f43815e---
brother-9450cdn-manual.pdf

Once the machine stops, cut the thread connecting the bobbin to the rest of the spool.The thread on
the finished bobbin should look tight and even. Open the shuttle cover to reveal the bobbin case. Pull
on the bobbin case latch, pulling the case straight out through the front of the machine.Slip the
loaded bobbin into the bobbin case so that the thread comes up from beneath the bobbin.When
viewed from the front, the thread should appear to wind around the bobbin in a clockwise rotation. If
the bobbin is loaded in the wrong direction, the thread tension will be incorrect and you may end up
breaking the machine needle as you attempt to sew. Pull the tail of the bobbin thread through the
slit at the top of the case. Draw it down and to the left, working it into the delivery eye.Hold the
bobbin case by the latch and slip it into the shuttle race of the machine. Release the latch once the
bobbin case in in place.It will fall out if placed improperly or insecurely. If you have not done so
already, lift the presser foot lifter up, releasing the presser foot and bringing it to its highest
position.If necessary, you should also turn the balance wheel at the side of the machine toward you
in a counterclockwise rotation. Continue turning the wheel until the thread takeup lever at the front
of the machine is in its highest position.Lift the spool pin to its vertical position and rest the spool of
thread on it.Pull the thread from the spool, drawing it through the rear thread guide at the top of the
machine, followed by the front thread guide at the top of the machine.Simply slip the thread into the
gap of the guide. Slide the thread through that notch. Slip the thread down into the right channel at
the front of the machine.The thread should pass from right to left, picking up the thread check
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spring and slipping into the thread tension discs behind the dial. Gently tug on both sides to make
sure that the thread is firmly in place.

Draw the thread up through the left channel at the front of your machine. Bring it all the way to the
back of the channel, then slip it into the eyelet of the thread takeup lever peeking out from inside
the channel.Slip the thread down and position it behind the wire thread guide just above the
needle.Insert the thread into the needle. Bring the thread through the front of the eye and out
through the back.Position this tail behind the needle, pointing toward the back of the machine. If the
two are not already in their highest positions, take a moment to make sure that both the presser foot
and needle are as high as possible.Turn the balance wheel toward yourself again in a full rotation.
The needle should move all the way down and all the way back up.Keep the thread taut, but do not
put pressure on the needle. Gently tug on the thread inserted through your needle. Continue tugging
until the thread looped around it pops up enough for you to grab it.If you cannot grab it with your
fingers, use a small screwdriver, pencil, or similar object to draw the loop out. Pull on both pieces of
thread until you have tails measuring roughly 6 inches 15 cm long. Let both of these tails hang off
from the back of the sewing machine.If that doesnt fix it, and when youve done everything your
manual suggests, take it to a sewing machine repair shop.Press down with pressure with your
thumb, with your four fingers press outward at the same time and pull out. Why is this To create this
article, volunteer authors worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed
55,675 times.By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Please help us continue to
provide you with our trusted howto guides and videos for free by whitelisting wikiHow on your ad
blocker. If you really can’t stand to see another ad again, then please consider supporting our work
with a contribution to wikiHow.

Please check here first to see if your model is still supported UK only Click Here You will require
Adobe Reader to view your purchase, which can be downloaded for free using the link below. We try
wherever possible to supply perfect pdf file manuals, but in a few cases the files have been scanned.
If you can not find your manual here, please contact us on 01483 267777 to see if your machine
manual is still avaialble. Please make sure that your mailbox settings are configured to receive a file
up to 5mb and that brothermachines.com is not blocked by any spam filtering. NB Some weekend
orders may not be sent out until the Monday. Free UK Mainland Post. EUR 177.31 Make offer
Vintage Brother Heavy Duty Electric Sewing Machine. Free UK Mainland Post.User Agreement,
Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Please upgrade your browser
to improve your experience. Learn how to run and grow your business from virtually anywhere.
Learn more These robust, reliable, highspeed scanners can facilitate digital transformation and
easily integrate into your work environment. Learn more Learn more Learn more Learn how to run
and grow your business from virtually anywhere. Learn more These robust, reliable, highspeed
scanners can facilitate digital transformation and easily integrate into your work environment. Learn
more Learn more Learn more Most products require 1 2 Drops of Sewing Machine Oil at each oiling
point, once a month, taking care to remove any thread or dirt and to wipe off any excess oil. If you
are a Heavy to Consistent user more than 3 hours per day or at high speeds for prolonged periods of
time, you should contact a local Brother Authorized Service Center to arrange scheduled
maintenance for your product. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience. Please do
not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For
this no need registration. May be help you to repair.

You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open
downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files
are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page
needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you
cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant



HOUSEHOLD forum topics candy ctd1466 mosogep iditas utan 1 percet var Sziasztok. Javitasra
hoztak egy candy ctd1466 mosogepet.Alap problema nem indult el.Cserelve lett a dobretesz,most
mar el indul csak inditas utan tobb mint 1 percet is var. A panelon a tapnal kicsereltem az osszes
kondit,de nem valtozott.Mi lehet ami befolyasolja hogy ilyen sokaig var.Koszonom AWM4500
WHIRLPOOL Program stop after Water load Dear. A have a AWM4500 WHIRLPOOL. The load of the
water is correct and the program stops before the heating of the water. The programmer is a SIEBE
EC4477.03P13. I dont exactly know if the programmer wait for something after water load. I have
verified the following So, contact on B12 and B2 doesnt switch and heating element isnt
powered.Why the programmer stops and which information is missing What must I do to check the
programmer or check the missing information Remark the last cycle water evacuation works
correctly. Main Motors works correctly and the motor brushes are correct. If I try a cold washing to
avoid heating issue, it is the same. Best RegardsVan egy FEG C12es kazanom, ezzel futom a lakast.
Valoszinuleg csapagyas lesz. Nem tudja valaki errol a szivattyurol valami gepesz rajzot szerezni,
hogy hogyan szerelheto, es milyen csapagyak, tomitesek vannak benne Esetleg ha vissza lehetne
fejteni a tipusjelolest, hogy mivel valthato ez ki, mert ujonnan igen draga ez a tipus.

Koszonettel szuts Lehel HB230ETF fagyaszto nem hut Vagy nem tetszik neki, hogy kint akarom
leprobalni es nem szobahomersekleten You can write in English language into the forum not only in
Hungarian. The toe of the foot is narrow More This springloaded foot helps avoid skipped stitches as
the needle moves up and down with the foot. More Brother LS2725 Sewing Machine Snap On Round
Rolled Hemmer Foot 3mmThe 3 hole foot can be adjustable where the thread slides under the guide
bars, but this 5 hole version and 7 hole versions need threading through set holes. Your cord or
decorative thread or thin ribbons are passed through the guide or hole as you sew it in place More
It’s absolutely convenient and timesaving, as this eliminates the extra step of gathering a valance
first More. This may take a few minutes, please do not try to click this button more than once.Here is
where you’ll find our user guides and manuals for our printers, scanners and more. If you don’t
know it, we can help you find it. Find your nearest service centre here. Please check your email after
purchasing. Bobbin winding and installation. Thread tension adjustment. Changing the needle. Auto
needle threading device. Operating machine. Embroidering. How to select patterns. Fitting
embroidery frame. Saving a pattern combination in memory. Embroidering multicolor patterns. If
thread breaks during embroidering. Troubleshooting. Error messages. Maintenance. Changing light
bulb. Cleaning. Much more! Using other bobbins may cause damage to the machine. Pull up the
spool pin as far as possible, and then put a spool of thread on this pin. Pass the thread around the
pretension disc. Pass the end of the thread through the hole on the bobbin from the inside of the
bobbin. Put the bobbin on the bobbin winder shaft and slide the bobbin winder shaft to the right.
Turn the bobbin clockwise, by hand, until the spring on the shaft slides into the groove of the
bobbin. Turn on the sewing machine.

While holding the end of the thread press the foot control to wind the thread around the bobbin a
few times. Then stop the machine. Trim the excess thread above the bobbin. Press the foot control to
start. When the bobbin seems full and begins to spin slowly, take your foot off the foot control. Cut
the thread, Slide the bobbin Winder shaft to the left and remove the bobbin. You may need to adjust
it when you change fabric or thread. You will need Adobe Acrobat reader to view theA download link
will be emailed to you.All sales on digital products are final. Thank You. Touch device users, explore
by touch or with swipe gestures. Shop Account Wishlist Trolley Thank you for your continued
patience and support. The Brother LS14s sewing machine has 14 stitches and a 4step buttonhole.
Includes a wide range of stitches, ideal for dressmaking and home furnishing. Model number LS14s.
14 builtin stitches. Motorised 50 watts. 2 needle positions. 4step buttonhole. Bobbin type dropin.
Twin needle capability. Stitch pattern indicator. Accessories included zigzag foot, buttonhole foot,
zipper foot, set needles, bobbin, screw driver disc and foot controller. Weight 6.4kg. Size H35.5,
W44.5, D19cm. Manufacturers 3 year guarantee. EAN 4977766714549. View document PDF More



Details Loading interface. The customer and brand answers you’ll see above are submitted
independently. As we don’t review these answers, we can’t take responsibility for anything they may
say. The responses from Argos colleagues are accurate at the time of publishing. For the latest info,
you should check the product page. This product comes with a minimum one year manufacturer’s
guarantee, unless otherwise stated in the specification above. All Rights Reserved.


